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OUTLINE

Polimorfisme Kelas
Abstrak

Interface Fitur Statik



REVIEW
EXAMPLE: (NOT USING POLYMORPHISM)

for (Student s : studentBody)  {
// Process the   next   student.
// Pseudocode.
if (s is an  undergraduate student)

s.printAsUndergraduateStudent();
else if (s is a  graduate student)

s.printAsGraduateStudent();
else if ...

}



EXAMPLE: (USING POLYMORPHISM)
// Step  through the   ArrayList (collection)  ...
for (Student s : studentBody)  {

// ... invoking   the  print method of  the  next  Student
object.
s.print(); // polymorphism at  work!

}



INSTANTIATE VARIOUS TYPES OF
STUDENT OBJECT
// Declare and  instantiate an  ArrayList.
ArrayList<Student>  studentBody = new ArrayList<Student>;

// Instantiate  various types   of  Student  object.   We're now dealing with  FOUR
// different derived   types!
UndergraduateStudent u1  = new UndergraduateStudent();
PhDStudent p1  = new PhDStudent();
GraduateStudent g1  = new GraduateStudent();
MastersStudent m1  = new MastersStudent();
// etc.
// Insert them  into the   ArrayList in random order.
studentBody.add(u1);
studentBody.add(p1);
studentBody.add(g1);
studentBody.add(m1);
// etc.
// Then,  later in our  application ...
// This  is the  EXACT   SAME  CODE  that   we've  seen  before!
// Step  through the   ArrayList (collection)  ...
for (Student s : studentBody)  {

// ... and  invoke   the   print method  of  the   next   Student object.
// Because  of  the  polymorphic  nature  of  Java,  this next  line  didn't require
// any changes!
s.print();

}

The for loop in our client code
didn’t have to change to
accommodate the new

subclasses— MastersStudent
and  PhDStudent—because, as

subclasses of Student, these
new types  of object are once

again guaranteed to
understand the same print

message by virtue of
inheritance plus (optional)

overriding.



for (Student s : studentBody)  {
// Process each  student.
// Pseudocode.
if (s is an  undergraduate student)

s.printAsUndergraduateStudent();
else if (s is a  Masters  student)

s.printAsMastersStudent();
else if (s is a  PhD  student)

s.printAsPhDStudent();
else if (s is a  generic  graduate student)

s.printAsGraduateStudent();
else if ...

}

causing the
“spaghetti piles” to

grow ever taller.
Maintenance of
nonpolymorphic

applications
quickly becomes a

nightmare!



THREE DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF AN
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE

 We’ve now defined all three of the features
required to make a language truly object
oriented:
 (Programmer creation of ) user-defined types
 Inheritance
 Polymorphism



THE BENEFITS OF USER-DEFINED
TYPES

 The following are among the benefits of user-defined types:
 User-defined types  provide an intuitive way to represent real-

world objects, resulting in easier-to-verify requirements.
 Classes are convenient units of reusable code, which means

less code to write from scratch when building an
application.

 Through encapsulation, we minimize data redundancy—
each item of data is stored once, in the object to which it
belongs—thereby lessening the likelihood of data
integrity errors across an application.

 Through information hiding, we insulate our application
against ripple effects if private details of a class must
change after deployment, thereby dramatically reducing
mainte- nance  costs.

 Objects are responsible for ensuring the integrity of their own
data, making it easier  to isolate errors in an
application’s (business) logic; we know to inspect the
method(s) of the class to which a corrupted object belongs.



THE BENEFITS OF INHERITANCE

 The following are among the benefits of
inheritance:
 We can extend already deployed code  without

having to change and  then retest it, resulting in
dramatically reduced maintenance costs.

 Subclasses are much more succinct, which means
less code overall to write/maintain.



THE BENEFITS OF POLYMORPHISM

 The following is one of the benefits of
polymorphism:
 It minimizes “ripple effects” on client code  when

new subclasses are added to the class hierarchy of an
existing application, resulting in dramatically
reduced maintenance costs.
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